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These are the stories of four women with American women of Hispanic descent and their
different journeys. Their true stories, secrets, and struggles are single and unique. Each must
surface from her role as a daughter and from a life clouded by challenges.This anthology of
memoirs reflects recent history and the way the world has changed. The wars and hidden
political forces shape each woman's identity could act to isolate or separate the. Instead they
find commonalities and collaborate.Their stories embrace what it means to be identified and
classified as an American with Hispanic roots. Emerging from the tests they faced to find unity
would prove as hard as finding water in a desert.



Like Finding bts music

Brothers: A Pedro Pan Story, The Girl from White Creek, Waiting on Zapote Street: Love and
Loss in Castro's Cuba, Love Letters from Cuba, The Pedro Pan Girls: Seeking Closure, The
Most Beautiful Girl in Cuba, When We Left Cuba, The Last Train to Key West, La Niña de Arroyo
Blanco (Spanish Edition)



Creature teacher, “A most inspirational read. This book was an excellent read! I highly
recommend it. I was enthralled with the reality of these four women and their struggles as well as
that of their parents. The stories deal with adoption, overcoming harsh conditions, their
struggles with making it in America and climbing the ladder to success and finding their way.
These four women demonstrate great strength despite obstacles they encounter along the way.
It was hard to put this book down, as I realize their encounters were all realistic of their journey.
Each woman demonstrated grit, resilience and determination as they walked their path. Truly
one of my favorite reads in a long time. Their stories are inspirational and empowering!”

ajhaughee83, “Vivid, gripping, and a wealth of emotion. This book is a wonderful collection of
stories showcasing the genuine experience of four females with Latin roots. Each story is
compelling and flavored by the individual author’s experience, yet all the women have the same
mission of finding their path in life. An incredible experience I recommend for any reader.”

Daisy Tigreros, “Our achievements and identities. These four stories where very captivating to
the reader. Each story traveled you to their moments, each one made me feel like part of their
lives, sharing their struggles, obstacles ,insecurities and triumphs. Being a latino woman myself
and identifying myself with two cultures and after reading each story about their lives was very
inspirational and rewarding to feel in some way or another similarities to their feelings throughout
their lives.”

Susan Gensheimer, “Stories of the life experiences of four women with Latino roots.. This was a
very interesting books. All four women, of Latino roots, had interesting stories to tell. I enjoyed
this book and would recommend it and have recommended it to others.”

MARY, “Rising to the challenges in the road.. So enjoyed the stories of growth through struggles,
pain, adapting to places not necessarily welcoming. Rising through personal strength accepting
opp ortunity. Never stopping- always growing. Inspiration to all ages all backgrounds.”

Diana M., “Great book!!!. I really enjoyed reading "Like Finding Water in the Desert." I couldn't
put it down. It was interesting to learn about these four wonderful women's compelling stories of
struggle and success. I was truly inspired by these stories which made me more compassionate
towards immigrant/refugee struggles.”

nottodaygalvitron, “Compelling stories; easy to read, hard to put down!. I really liked this book, it
is not what I typically read but it was recommended to me and I found it very interesting and
captivating. All different perspectives on life but all kept my interest. There were several parts
that I couldn't put down!”



María Rey, “Empowering Strong women with amazing stories.. The storie of each women were
inspiring and truly well written. Each one so different but with a common essences, strong
capable women.Enjoyed them all .”

The book by Betty Viamontes has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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